Abstract. High pressure experiments utilizing Raman spectroscopy indicate that the α phase of sodium azide undergoes a polymeric phase transition at high pressure. In this work, the structural and vibrational properties, including the first order Raman and infrared spectra, of the α phase of sodium azide are calculated using first-principles density functional theory up to 92 GPa. The equation of state of α−NaN3 is obtained within the quasi-harmonic approximation at various temperatures. Each Raman-active mode blue shifts under compression whereas the doubly degenerate IR-active azide bending mode red-shifts under compression. However, at 70 GPa, the intensity of the Bu IR-active bending mode decreases substantially, and a new distorted azide bending lattice mode appears in the IR spectrum. In contrast to the bending mode, this new mode blue-shifts under compression. No new modes appear in the Raman spectra at high pressure, indicating that the changes in the Raman spectrum seen in experiment at high pressure are signs of new high nitrogen content structures, but not due to sodium azide.
Introduction
All-nitrogen non-molecular solids attracted substantial interest during the last several decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] due to their potential use as a powerful energetic material (EM). Measurements of the Raman spectrum at high pressures and temperatures indicate the possible formation of a non-molecular phase of nitrogen when using sodium azide (NaN 3 ) as a precursor material [7, 8, 9] . Hexagonal β − NaN 3 is the ground state crystal structure at room temperature and ambient pressure and is composed of parallel planes of N − 3 ions that are directed perpendicular to planes of sodium ions in the R3m space group. β − NaN 3 undergoes a polymorphic phase transition to the α − NaN 3 phase at 0.25 GPa [12] . The α − NaN 3 structure features parallel planes of N − 3 ions which are rotated to make an angle = 90 • with the planes of sodium ions, resulting in a crystal structure with the C2/m space group symmetry [10] . When hydrostatically compressed to pressures greater than 15 GPa, several new peaks appear in the experimental Raman spectrum [7] , in addition to those observed at low pressure [11, 13] . At pressures exceeding 50 GPa, even more modes appear in the Raman spectra that are believed to be the result of a polymeric form of nitrogen [7] . Therefore the important question arises whether these new peaks are indeed due to the appearance of a new polymeric species of pure nitrogen or due to new phases of NaN 3 .
In this work, the structural and vibrational properties of the α-phase of sodium azide are examined up to 92 GPa using first principles density functional theory calculations. A focus is made on the α-phase, and not the β-phase, because the β − α phase transition occurs at just 0.25 GPa at room temperature and persists up to at least 15 GPa [12] . The equilibrium volume and Raman spectrum at ambient conditions are compared to experimental data to verify the accuracy of the calculations before Raman spectrum predictions are made at high pressures.
Computational Details
First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed using the PerdewBurke Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to DFT [14] as implemented in the plane-wave Quantum Espresso package. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials are used. Since currently available DFT functionals poorly represent long range van der Waals (vdW) interactions, the empirical dispersive correction by Grimme [15] is added on. A comparison between pure PBE and PBE with vdW is provided to demonstrate that the vdW corrections are necessary to achieve a better agreement with experiment. To avoid any artificial forces caused by the switching function employed in the empirical Grimme scheme, DFT without vdW correction is employed to obtain vibrational properties. The Raman spectrum depends on second derivatives of the electronic density [16] , therefore, it must be calculated accurately, which requires a large energy cutoff and dense k-point sampling. Specifically, 140 Ry energy cutoff and 0.05Å −1 k-point sampling are used to achieve good accuracy of calculated Raman spectra. The equilibrium volume is obtained by optimization of atomic coordinates and cell parameters to achieve zero force on each atom and the zero components of the stress tensor.Thermodynamic properties are calculated within the Quasi Harmonic Approximation (QHA) by including the contribution to the free energy from the normal mode vibrations. Within the QHA, the pressure is a sum of three terms: the cold pressure due to compression of the crystal lattice, the zero point energy and the thermal contributions to the pressure. The vibrational spectrum is computed using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [17] , which allows for analytic calculation of the second derivatives of the total energy with respect to atomic displacements within the linear response framework to obtain the dynamical matrix. Similarly, derivatives with respect to applied electric fields are computed using linear response theory to determine the Raman intensities [16, 18] . Note that such calculations of spectra do not take into account anharmonic effects such as overtones and mode coupling. figure 1 which compares the pressure versus volume dependence calculated with the pure PBE functional at 0 K and that calculated using the PBE functional with Grimme's vdW correction at 293 K. The insert shows PBE+vdW P (V ) calculated at 0 K, 177 K and 293 K. The pressure vs volume dependence is fitted in the pressure range 0-11 GPa using a third order Birch-Munaghan (BM) EOS to determine the bulk modulus B 0 and its pressure derivative B 0 . The results of the fit are shown in table 1, which compares the calculated V 0 , B 0 and B 0 , with those from experiment [12] . The equilibrium volume V 0 obtained from the BM fit is in very good agreement with V 0 obtained independently during structure optimization at P = 0 GPa.
The equilibrium volume V 0 of the α-phase calculated at zero temperature is 4.2% less than the experimental volume measured at room temperature [12] . This error is expected to be due to thermal expansion, which is not taken into account in "cold" DFT calculations. Therefore, once the effect of finite temperature calculated within QHA is taken into account, the theoretical equilibrium volume is just 0.3 % more than the experimental value for α-NaN 3 ; see table 1. On the other hand the equilibrium volume calculated without vdW and the QHA is 2.7 % greater than in experiment, which demonstrates the importance of proper accounting for finite temperature and vdW interactions in DFT calculations.
Because of their linear geometry, the orientation of the azides plays an important role in response of NaN 3 to hydrostatic compression. Figure 2 (a) displays the behavior of lattice constants upon compression. The a and b lattice constants lie in the sodium ion plane, whereas the azides are directed perpendicular to the b axis and at a (small) angle to the c axis. The angle the azides make with the c axis behaves similar to how the monoclinic angle β changes under compression ( figure 2(b) ). It reduces significantly up to 15 GPa, then doesn't change much upon further compression. As this angle increases, the azides are directed more towards the a axis at higher pressures. This causes the a lattice constant to decrease less than b at higher pressures. In addition, since the azides lie mostly along the c axis, the c lattice constant does not change much with compression.
Raman and IR spectra of α-NaN 3 as a function of pressure
The evolution of the Raman spectrum as a function of pressure is shown in figure 3 . Assuming that the vibrational frequencies are dependent on volume only, the pressure dependent Raman and IR spectra are calculated using the PBE GGA functional without vdW contributions and 0 K at volumes matching those calculated with vdW and specific temperature and pressure. Excellent agreement with experiment performed at zero pressure and 100 K [13] is achieved for the frequency of the intra-molecular azide symmetric stretch (A g ) Raman active mode, which is predicted to be 1,363 cm −1 , see figure 3 . This means the predicted frequency is within 0.1% Figure 3 . The evolution of the calculated Raman spectra of the α-phase of sodium azide under compression at 100 K. Experimental frequencies at zero pressure are 127 cm −1 , 146 cm −1 , and 1,363 cm −1 [13] .
of the experimental value. The low frequency modes reflect the weak intra-molecular vdW interactions that currently avaiable functionals poorly represent in DFT; hence, the computed low frequency inter-molecular modes are less accurate than the intra-molecular modes. The N − 3 librational modes are predicted to have frequencies of 112 cm −1 and 142 cm −1 for the B g and A g librons respectively, see figure 3 . These modes have been experimentally measured by Iqbal [13] to have frequencies of 127 cm −1 and 146 cm −1 respectively at 100 K and P = 0 GPa, which differ by -11.8% and -2.7% from the calculated frequencies respectively. The difference may be an effect of anharmonicity in the modes, as well as vdW interactions which are not included in the phonon calculation. The relative intensities of the modes are in agreement with experiment, with the B g mode being the most intense peak in the spectrum at low pressure ( figure 3) . Each Raman-active mode blue shifts to higher frequencies under compression, see figure 3 . The evolution of the low frequency IR-active modes under compression is shown in figure  4 . At a pressure of 0 GPa, the lattice IR modes have frequencies of 171 cm −1 , 176 cm −1 , and 205 cm −1 ; the doubly degenerate azide bending mode has a frequency of 645 cm −1 ; and the asymmetrical azide stretch has a frequency of 2,168 cm −1 . To the author's knowledge, experimental measurements on the IR-modes have only been performed on β-NaN 3 and not α-NaN 3 . Only two lattice modes are visible in the IR-spectrum because the B u (171 cm −1 ) and A u (176 cm −1 ) lattice modes overlap. These two modes involve displacements in the x and y directions respectively. The doubly degenerate bending mode, labeled as A u +B u in figure 4 , red-shifts under compression, then splits at about 70 GPa into a new lattice mode and the A u bending mode. The splitting is visible in the panel of figure 4 corresponding to pressure 91.8 GPa. At this pressure, the B u (xz) bending mode, shown in figure 5(a), becomes much less intense and disappears entirely from the spectrum. A new lattice mode, depicted in figure 5(b) , appears. It has the same B u symmetry as the bending mode and involves a distorted azide bending. Contrary to the bending mode, this new mode blue shifts under compression. It is a lattice mode as it involves a concerted translation of the sodium ion sublattice and the two end nitrogen atoms of azide N − 3 along the crystallographic c-axis. This is most likely due to the electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged end-nitrogen atoms and the positively charged sodium atoms, which is enhanced at higher pressures. 
Conclusions
The equation of state and the Raman and IR spectrum have been calculated for α − NaN 3 under hydrostatic compression up to 92 GPa. The calculated equilibrium volume is less than 1% of experimental values if the thermal expansion of the crystal is taken into account using the QHA. The calculated frequencies of the internal modes are in excellent agreement with experiment, while the lower frequency librational modes differ from experiment by about 10 %. It is found that for α − NaN 3 at about 70 GPa, the IR-active bending mode disappears and a new lattice mode appears in the spectrum that blue-shifts under compression. The new lattice mode involves displacements along the c-axis as well as a distorted azide bending. No new modes appear in the Raman spectra at high pressure, indicating that the changes in the Raman spectrum seen in experiment at high pressure are signs of new high nitrogen content structures, but not due to sodium azide.
